Celebration™
Above Ground Pools

Distinction LX™
Wall and structure now coordinated for style

Oval pool with invisible supports
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Distinction LX™

Wall and structure now coordinated for style

Nuance™ wall - 52" (1.32 m)

Structure
- 8-inch multi-ribbed top ledge
- 6-inch fully supportive uprights
- Synpro™ resin decorator ledge cover:
  - Won't chip, peel or splinter
  - Tie-in support to the upright for greater rigidity
  - Flush design eliminates exposed screws

Yard Extender System
Our oval pools come with the Yard Extender System, a series of practically invisible lateral supports that you place in the ground

Wall Joint
- Computer-designed wall joint ensures better resistance to water pressure
- Oversized bolts augment stability

Corrugation
- A rippled finish lets the wall resist both water pressure and external shocks

Pool-fit System
- Parts are pre-grooved for fast and easy installation of screws
- Unique design locks screws solidly in place for long-lasting structural integrity

Protective Finishes

Zincguard™ 275
hot-dipped galvanized
Zinc coating on both sides of the steel for maximum protection against corrosion

Tru-Kote™
Undercoating process applied to the inner face for extra protection

Polyename™ Kote
Excellent tried-and-true finish for a long-lasting pool

Resin-Shield™
Textured resin coating applied to the outer face

Synpro™
Non-corrosive resin that contains UV stabilizers that protect against discoloration and chemicals

Duoguard™
An epoxy and alkyd resin compound that protects against condensation between the wall and the liner

Tuf Base Z™
Applied to bottom wall channels for superior corrosion protection

Water Safety
The purchase of an aboveground pool provides years of pleasure and fun, but it also involves water safety. Although we cannot supply a full-time lifeguard, we strongly recommend that you implement the following safety rules. These will help provide a pleasant atmosphere for you and your family.

- NEVER jump or dive in an aboveground pool.
- Maintain constant adult supervision when children are in or near any body of water.
- Read all the safety, installation, and maintenance information contained in the instruction manual and Water Safety brochure before you start installing your pool.
- Ask your city about any specific rules and regulations that apply to aboveground pools.

Pre-finished pool components
All metal parts are coated and finished before assembly for longer-lasting effects

50-year Warranty
3 years at 100% (47 years prorated)

Follow the instruction manual and maintenance instructions.
- Never remove applied or posted safety stickers or signs from your pool or pool area.
- Barriers to prevent unsupervised access, especially by young children, should be built, installed and checked on a regular basis to ensure they are in good working order.
- Inspect your pool, barriers, alarms, and other related equipment on a regular basis in order to ensure they are in good working order and that they are safe.

The installation, maintenance and safety manual contains detailed tips and recommendations. They must be read, followed and applied on a regular basis, as they will prevent unnecessary accidents and will ensure many summers of pleasant, safe family fun.